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Diagnosis and Treatment of Radiation Injuries (Safety Report, Iaea Comprehensive No Inis Ser. Series, 8000)International Atomic Energy Agency, 1998

	According to the International Basic Safety Standards an accident is “any

	unintended event, including operating errors, equipment failures or other mishaps, the

	consequences or potential consequences of which are not negligible from the point of

	view of protection or safety” [1].





	A radiological accident...

		

Java Programming: IntroductoryCourse Technology PTR, 1998
This book does not assume prior programming experience and introduces object-oriented techniques early and explores them extensively.

This book distinguishes itself from other Java titles in that it does not assume prior programming experience and introduces object-oriented techniques early and explores them extensively. The book is...

		

Virtual Private Networks, 2nd Edition (O'Reilly Nutshell)O'Reilly, 1998
This book explains how to build a Virtual Private Network (VPN), a collection of
technologies that creates secure collections or "tunnels" over regular Internet lines. It
discusses costs, configuration, and how to install and use technologies that are available for
Windows NT and UNIX, such as PPTP and L2TP, Altavista...





		

Java SwingO'Reilly, 1998
The Swing classes eliminate Java's biggest weakness: its relatively primitive user interface toolkit. Java Swing helps you to take full advantage of the Swing classes, providing detailed descriptions of every class and interface in the key Swing packages. It shows you how to use all of the new components, allowing you to build...

		

Semiconductor Lasers I: Fundamentals (Optics and Photonics) (Pt. 1)Academic Press, 1998
More than three decades have passed since lasing in semiconductors was first observed in several laboratories in 1962 (Hall et al., 1962; Holonyak, Jr. et al., 1962; Nathan et al., 1962; Quist et al., 1962). Although it was one of the first lasers to be demonstrated, the semiconductor laser had to await several important developments, both...

		

Deep-Sky WondersSky Pub Corp, 1998
Highlights from Sky & Telescope's Deep-Sky Wonders column display the independence of thought and devotion to craft that made writer "Scotty" Houston a favorite among readers for almost 50 years. Sky & Telescope magazine contributing editor Stephen James O'Meara has selected and arranged the best of Scotty's work...





		

An Introduction to Genetic Algorithms (Complex Adaptive Systems)MIT Press, 1998

	Science arises from the very human desire to understand and control the world. Over the course of history, we

	humans have gradually built up a grand edifice of knowledge that enables us to predict, to varying extents, the

	weather, the motions of the planets, solar and lunar eclipses, the courses of diseases, the rise and fall...


		

JFC UnleashedSams Publishing, 1998
This programmer's tutorial helps the reader understand how to build client & server  applications utilizing all the features of the new Java Foundation Classes - Extensive use of code samples demonstrate how to put each feature to use - Spe  -Control the look & feel of Java applications using Suns Java Foundation Classes, the new standard...

		

Choosing a Wheelchair: A Guide for Optimal Independence (Patient Centered Guides)Patient Centered Guides, 1998

	
		The wheelchair is a liberator, not a prison. With the right wheelchair, quality of life increases dramatically. Even people with severe disabilities can have a considerable degree of independence and activity. However, choosing the wrong chair can indeed be tantamount to "confinement."People selecting a chair for the first...







		

Java GUI Programmers' Primer, APrentice Hall, 1998
 A Java GUI Programmer's Primer provides an introduction to the design and development of Java artifacts that have a graphical user interface. Written for students and professionals, this book will provide students with initial knowledge of, and skills for, the effective use of the interface components supplied with release 1.1 of the Java...


		

Quality of Service: Delivering QoS on the Internet and in Corporate NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 1998
Quality of Service (QoS) is one of the most elusive, confounding, and confusing topics in
data networking today. Why has such an apparently simple concept reached such
dizzying heights of confusion? After all, it seems that the entire communications industry
appears to be using the term with some apparent ease, and with such common...

		

Lingo in a Nutshell: A Desktop Quick ReferenceO'Reilly, 1998
Once again, O'Reilly scores big with a comprehensive treatment of a programming language that doesn't spend much time teaching the fundamentals. Lingo in a Nutshell sets a benchmark for Lingo documentation that no other book or online resource meets.
 Lingo in a Nutshell has to do with behind-the-scenes aspects of Lingo,...
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